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Carry every cable you need in a single portable retractable 
holder with Quiver. Its portable and retractable design lets 
you conveniently carry Quiver in your bag without getting the 
cable tangled. The strong magnetic hold ensures a stable 
connection while the Power Delivery support ensures quick 
charging.
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Stable Connectivity
The strong magnets ensure the connection is always 
stable, reduces the risk of disconnection and makes 
charging faster and smoother

Auto Recoil
Quick retractable cable lets you carry quiver with ease 
when traveling and also charging on  the go

3-in-1 Cable
Carry a single cable for all your devices, as Quiver 
features USB-C, Lightning and Micro-USB tips for 
maximum convenience

20W Lightning PD
Charge the iPhone 12 series and above at 4X faster 
speeds than traditional cables

Magnetic Connectors
Connect the connector into your smartphone  and the 
cable connects automatically for quick attachment 
and detachment

Travel Ready
Its portable design lets you conveniently carry Quiver 
in your bag without getting the cable tangled

60W USB-C PD
Charge your Android smartphones and tablets as well 
as Laptops  up to  6X faster than traditional cables

Durable Cable
Tested to 50000+ bend tests to ensure the cable 
remains durable and pull resistant 
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Specifications

Cable Length:
1M

USB-C to Lightning:
9V/2.22A (20W PD)

USB-C to USB-C: 
20V/3A (60W PD)

Data Transfer Rate:
480Mbps

USB-C to Micro-USB:
5V/3A, 9V/2A 12V/1.5A (18W)

Input Interface:
USB-C

Output Interface:
USB-C, Lightning, Micro-USB


